Sage Data

Sage Data saves time and effort by providing a single platform to quickly find, explore, visualize, and share detailed data from the most trusted source providers. With its multidisciplinary and global scope, it can be used in any setting from independent research to classroom instruction.

Use Sage Data to

- Access 550+ U.S. and international databases through one central searchable platform
- Find detailed locale and business data with multiple search and browse options
- View continuous updates for daily, weekly, monthly, and annual datasets as data is released by the source providers
- Create custom data visualizations such as maps and trend charts to more easily extract insight
- Master essential data literacy concepts with Data Basics, a reference library that offers guidance on working with statistics

Also available: 8 premium database add-ons supporting business, consumer, and industry research.

To request a trial, please visit sagelearningresources.com/data